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FPI- Foreign Portfolio Investors 
Foreign Portfolio Investment: 

• FPI consists of securities and other financial assets passively held by foreign 
investors. 

• It does not provide investor with direct ownership of financial assets. 
• It is relatively liquid depending on volatility of the market. 
• In India, FPIs are allowed to invest in various debt market instruments such as 

government bonds, treasury bills, state development loans (SDLs) and 
corporate bonds, but with certain restrictions and limits. 

• FPI is part of country’s capital account and shown on its balance of payments 
(BOP). 

 
Differences between FPI and FDI 

• FPI lets investor purchase stocks, bonds or other financial assets in foreign 
country. 

• In this case, investor does not actively manage investments or companies that 
issue investment. 

• It also does not have control over securities or business. 
• In contrast, FDI lets investor purchase direct business interest in foreign 

country. 
• The investor also controls his monetary investments and actively manages 

company into which he puts money. 
• FPI is more liquid and less risky than FDI. 

 
EXPLAINER - The relentless march of FPIs to the exit gate 
Why are Foreign Portfolio Investors exiting the Indian market? How has the Russia- 
Ukraine war contributed to this? 
The story so far: Foreign Portfolio Investors (FPIs) have been on a selling 
spree in India. June 2022 witnessed the worst sell-off since March 2020 — when 
India announced a nationwide lockdown — at ₹50,000 crore. This comes on the 
back of May’s sell-off figures of about ₹44,000 crore. June was also the ninth on the 
trot that FPIs had sold net of their assets — ie, sold more than they had purchased. 
Their selling actions have triggered a significant decline in benchmark indices, 
resulting in a drop in market capitalisation of companies. 
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What are FPIs? 

• Foreign portfolio investors are those that invest funds in markets outside of 
their home turf. Their investments typically include equities, bonds and 
mutual funds. They are generally not active shareholders and do not exert any 
control over the companies whose shares they hold. The passive nature of their 
investment also allows them to enter or exit a stock at will and with ease. 

 
What factors spur FPI moves? 

• Promise of attractive returns on the back of economic growth draws investors 
including FPIs into a country’s markets. For example, as per data from the 
National Securities Depositories Ltd. (NDSL), FPIs brought in about ₹3,682 
crore in 2002. This grew to ₹1.79 lakh crore in 2010. This correlates with the 
concurrent expansion of economic output in that period, despite the 2008 
global financial crisis which saw FPI sell-offs in that time-frame in the country. 
The year 2017 saw FPI inflows exceed ₹2 lakh crore. 

• Likewise, FPIs withdrew ₹1.18 lakh crore in March 2020 alone — the month 
when India announced a nationwide lockdown, triggering concerns around 
economic growth. In tandem, benchmark stock index Sensex fell from 42,270 
in February 2020 to 25,630 in March 2020. 

• FPIs also show keenness to invest in bonds when there is a favourable 
differential between the real interest rates on offer in the country they aim to 
invest in, and other markets, but more specifically, compared with the largest 
economy in the world, the U.S. 

 
Why have FPIs been selling India holdings? 

• FPIs sold assets worth about ₹50,000 crore in June 2022. This is the second 
highest sell-off in a month since 1993, after March 2020. 

• Post-pandemic, recovery in the Indian economy has been uneven. The second 
wave of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2021 devastated lives and livelihoods. The 
economy stuttered again when a third, albeit less severe, wave saw the spread 
of the Omicron variant early this year. Add to this the return of pent-up 
demand in economies worldwide as the pandemic subsided. The pace of 
recovery caught suppliers off guard, contributing to supply-side shortages. 
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• As the industry was grappling with this challenge, came Russia's invasion of 

Ukraine. Sunflower and wheat supplies, to name just two commodities, from 
these two nations were impacted, leading to a rise in global prices for these 
crops. As supplies in general tightened across the globe, commodity prices too 
rose and overall inflation accelerated. India witnessed a quickening pace in 
price rise that stayed above the Reserve Bank’s upper comfort level of 6% for 
five months running, touching 7.8% in April, before receding to a slightly less 
aggressive 7.04% in the subsequent month. 

• Industrial production has seen a bumpy ride without giving confidence of a full 
and final recovery from the pandemic. For example, the S&P Global India 
Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) slid to 53.9 in June — the 
lowest level in nine months — from 54.6 in the previous month. Experts 
attribute this to inflation pressures, which also dampened business confidence 
sentiment to a 27-month low in June, as per survey-based findings. 
Consumption expenditure too has remained weak in the subcontinent. 

• With each of these factors contributing to a decline in confidence of robust 
economic performance, FPIs have been exiting market investments over these 
past months. Add to the mix the U.S. Federal Reserve raising the benchmark 
interest rate starting March this year. On June 15, the Fed announced the most 
aggressive interest rate increase in almost 30 years, raising the benchmark 
borrowing rate by 0.75 percentage points in its battle against surging inflation. 
The key rate range had gone up from 0-0.25% in March to 0.75-1% in May. 

• When the differential between the interest rates in the U.S. and other markets 
narrow, and if such an occurrence is accompanied by the strengthening of the 
dollar, then the ability of investors to realise healthy returns is impacted. For 
returns are measured not only by the value appreciation of assets but also by 
exchange rate changes. If the dollar strengthens against the rupee, then an 
investor is able to realise fewer dollars for a given quantum of rupee assets 
liquidated. Further, if inflation quickens in the overseas market where the 
investor has placed funds in, then real returns are even further impacted. 

• They then tend to exit assets seen as ‘risky’ such as in emerging markets like 
India, Brazil or South Africa. And indeed, the rupee has been depreciating 
against the dollar, which has seen a general strengthening against several 
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other currencies. The rupee touched its record low of 79.33 against the 
greenback on Tuesday. 

 
What impact does an FPI sell-off have? 

• When FPIs sell their holdings and repatriate funds back to their home 
markets, the local currency takes a beating. After all, they sell rupees in 
exchange for their home market currency. As supply of the rupee in the market 
rises, its value declines.  

• In this instance, the rupee has been seeing all-time lows recently. About a year 
ago, it was trading in the region of 73 to a U.S. dollar; it is now flirting with the 
78 level. With a weaker rupee, we have to shell out more funds to import the 
same unit of goods. The most telling impact is on the cost of our crude oil 
imports that contribute to 85% of our oil needs. 

 
 
. 
 
 
.

All the best 
JAI HIND 
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ASPIRE IAS UPCOMING EXCLUSIVE sessions FOR MAINS-2023 

 

1. Geography OPTIONAL 
RRVAP (Rapid round value 
addition programme with TEST 
SERIES) 

• For the last 9 years favourite programme 
among students. 

• Where you are lacking we are working upon 
like, Paper-2 in contemporary and 
geographical manner, Mapping and its 
application, special emphasis on Thoughts-
Regional planning and biogeography. 

• Full coverage of geography with writing 
skill development 

• 2013 when the average score was 140 in 
Geo our students scored 200+ (Isha Dhuna, 
Nitin Agarwal and Aditya uppal) 

• 2014 when average score is 230 our 
students scored 280-300 (Aditya uppal 
RANK-19 309 marks) 

• Same trend in 2015-21 
• Available online and offline 2023 

 
2. Our best and SUCCESS GRADE 

course Newspaper analysis and 
writing skill programme. 
** Our TM and most successful programme 
start from 15th Sep  2022 with the 
coverage of last 3 years issues highly 
helpful in P-2&3  
(Seats are limited). FOR FRESHERS AS 
WELL AS THOSE WHO WANT TO 
SCORE 450+  IN MAINS 2021  
 

3. Writing skill development, 
enhancement and 
management programme. 

• Best developed programme to enhance the 
writing skills at individual level 

• Yield a fantastic result: RANK-22 (Saloni 
Rai) and Rank 1 Nandani others…. 

22 sessions till oct 2022 (online and offline) 
with same day discussion, feedback and 
evaluation of the copies. 
 
4. Special batch for ETHICS and 
150 CASE STUDIES. (15 days 
with the guidance to score 110+ 
by DIRECTOR sir)-Online 
available 
 
5. RAW  GS MAINS crash 
course-online 
6. Sanjeeveni Prelims GS crash 
course – Online  
7. Ncert Foundation btachC2U 
Sep 2023 
8. Target 50 GS-FOUNDATION 
batch for 2023… from 22nd August 
2023. 
9. SAARTHI mentorship 
Programme 
 
All the Best – JAI HIND 
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